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Magnetic Healing shows how magnetic forces help the body to heal itself by stimulating the
biochemistry of the body so natural healing can take place.



Magnetic HealingAdvanced Techniques for the Application of Magnetic ForcesBy Buryl Payne,
Ph.D.Copyright © 1997 by Buryl Payne, Ph.D.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage retrieval system, without written
permission from the Publisher.Published By:Lotus PressP.O. Box 325Twin Lakes, Wisconsin
53181DedicationTo Richard and Mary Broeringmeyer, pioneers in the magnetic diagnostic
technique for glands, organs, and injuries. Their work has helped to transform magnetic therapy
from an arcane art into a science.Table of ContentsPrefaceChapter 1 – IntroductionChapter 2 –
A Brief History of Magnetic HealingChapter 3 – What Are Magnets?Chapter 4 – General
Principles of Magnetic- Diagnosis and TreatmentChapter 5—Picking the Right Magnet for the
JobChapter 6 - Treatments for Specific AilmentsChapter 7—Preventive Care StrategiesChapter
8—Adjunctive TherapiesChapter 9—Research and Case StudiesChapter 10—Magnetism and
SpinChapter 11—How Magnetic Forces HealChapter 12—Frontier Views on MagnetismChapter
13—Electromagnetic Fields from PowerResources and OrganizationsReferencesMagnetism—
BooksMagnetism—Journal ArticlesYouthing—Books and Journal ArticlesGlossaryMagnets are
probably the least expensive, most effective alternative medical device that a person can
use.PrefaceMagnetic therapy is both one of the oldest forms of medical treatment, and one of
the newest. We are only just beginning to explore this remarkable healing modality, but the
results are already impressive.Although it seems incredible that something as simple as a
magnet could alleviate in minutes or hours a headache, sore tooth, or other pain, it is
nevertheless often the case. Whatever the ailment or condition, someone probably has tried to
help it with magnetic treatments. Perhaps as many as four out of five ordinary aches, pains, and
common ailments are helped by proper use of magnetic therapy. Few methods of conventional
Western medicine work that well!Magnetic therapy can help the body heal stiff necks, some
headaches, premenstrual cramps, back pains, and about thirty other common and serious
ailments. To do the therapy yourself you have to know some basic principles, and for serious
conditions you may need to know how to do a full magnetic diagnosis and treatment of all glands
and organs. (See chapter 4.)Although magnetic treatments do seem to work wonders at times,
they are no cure-all, no magic panacea. They operate more like a jump start for a car. If there is
gas (proper nutrition) and a good charging system (proper exercise), the car will start and keep
on running.One of the ways that magnetic forces interact with the body is by altering the spin
orientation of some protons, the tiny particles that make up the nuclei of atoms. Perhaps this is
the reason why they help a wider variety of ailments than many chemicals or drugs that operate
only on the more gross molecular level to alter or attack specific bacteria or viruses, or to change
a particular chemical imbalance.Magnetic forces help the body to heal itself by stimulating the
biochemistry of the body so natural healing can take place.After years of being considered a folk
remedy, magnetic healing is finally becoming an accepted medical treatment. In Europe, an



estimated 5 million people have been treated with pulsed-magnetic-field therapy instruments. In
Japan and Asia, over 10 million magnetic necklaces have been sold. The Japanese equivalent
of the FDA has approved magnetic therapy devices and it is estimated that 10 percent of the
people use them in one form or another.Many solid research studies that clearly support the
therapeutic value of magnetism have been published in major medical journals. There are now
trade journals, newsletters, and yearly international conferences dealing with research on the
biological effects of magnetic forces. These include: Newsletter of the BioElectro-Magnetics
Institute; The International Society for the Study of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine;
Bioenergy Newsletter; The Journal of Psychoenergetics; and Bioelectromagnetics. An
international conference on magnetic healing was held in Madras, India, in 1992, sponsored by
the Institute of Magnetobiology and The Journal of Electromagnetic Therapy. The
Bioelectromagnetic Society holds annual meetings at which papers on magnetic therapy and
other related topics are presented. Although none of these journals and newsletters are entirely
devoted to magnetic healing, they have a preponderance of articles on the subject. In January of
1998 the third conference of magnetic therapists was held in Los Angeles. A professional journal
is planned, as well as yearly meetings.Research programs on magnetic healing are under way at
private clinics and universities around the globe. The largest company in the business of
manufacturing pulsed magnetic force instruments does over $50 million in gross revenues each
year. Popular magazines such as East West Journal carry occasional articles on magnetism and
healing, and magnetic healing devices are shown on infomercials on a regular basis. Magnetic
necklaces and backpads are popular items.. Public awareness is constantly on the increase.We
stand today at the threshold of a new yet ancient science that will probably transform our health-
care practices in a few decades.But researchers in laboratories cannot do everything. You, the
reader, can play a major part in finding what works for you and your friends. The purpose of this
book is to help you do that as efficiently and economically as possible. Magnetic therapy is an
ever-expanding field. Who knows what you will discover?Buryl Payne, Ph.D. Santa Cruz,
California September 1996AcknowledgementsThis work, like most scientific work, does not
stand alone. Magnetic therapy rests solidly upon the research of scientists who have dedicated
their livesto the study of Earth’s magnetic field; the research of physicians, chiropractors, and
other healers who have often carried on their work in spite of the negative opinions of others; the
work of electrical engineers, physicists, and technicians who have developed the techniques for
making powerful magnets and electromagnets; and those few of the millions of people who have
benefited from magnetic therapy who have been willing to speak or write about it.DisclaimerThe
procedures described in this book are not intended to replace traditional medical advice or
treatment. Magnetic forces are thought by many, including this author, to help the body to heal
itself; they do not cure diseases.Do not stop taking any medications, and do make your
physician or practitioner aware of your use of magnetic forces and any changes in your
condition.Magnetic treatments may be compatible with other forms of conventional or alternative
treatment if used correctly. Serious, life-threatening diseases should be monitored by a physician



only.Chapter IIntroductionPersonal HistoryIn the late 1970s, I had the good fortune to attend a
lecture on magnetic therapy by Dr. Ralph Sierra, a Puerto Rican chiropractor and electrical
engineer. At that timeI directed a holistic health center in the Boston area, and was always open
to new treatment methods. Dr. Sierra found my work in biofeedback, bioenergetics, hypnosis,
and several other therapies interesting, so he invited me to visit his laboratory in Puerto Rico and
study with him. I did this once a year for several years until Dr. Sierra passed away with some of
his secrets still unknown.I continued the study of magnetism and healing. I spent several years
evolving the design of a simple and inexpensive portable pulsing magnetic force instrument. By
1982 I had made several, but wasn’t too excited about them because I tried them on myself a
few times and didn’t notice any effects. Then one weekend I went skiing and dug a ski into a
snow bank. Although my knee got a good twist, I ignored it, kept skiing, and then drove four
hours home. The next morning that knee hurt! I’d intended to go for a short walk, but when I got
to the front porch, I just lay down in agony. I thought of trying my magnetic instrument. After
about thirty minutes of treatment, the pain in the knee was about ninety percent gone! I was
skeptical, since as a professional hypnotist I know how powerful the mind can be in facilitating
healing. I figured that I’d just psyched myself out of the pain. Nevertheless, I was glad to be
largely free of pain and passed a quiet day. The next morning the pain returned, though not as
intense as before. After another thirty-minute treatment, the remaining pain left. It did not return,
and I went skiing the next weekend.Before the skiing accident, I’d had only the experience of
others to go by and while that was positive, I’m the kind of person who likes to test things for
myself. After the experience with my knee, I was ready to continue developing my magnetic
instrument.I improved the design, constructed several more prototypes, and began doing library
research. I soon found out that I had reinvented the wheel; magnetic instruments had been in
use in Europe for about fifteen years before I made my first one. But my work hadn’t been for
nothing—my instruments were easier to use in the home, and were much cheaper. (Today a
refined version of my device, named the Pulsar after stars that pulse with giant magnetic fields,
sells for one-tenth the cost of the European instruments.)A few weeks after I’d done my library
work, a local physician friend of mine came by for a visit. I mentioned my instrument, and he said
he’d like to try it on his sore shoulder. After twenty minutes, the pain went away, so he bought
one for use in his walk-in clinics. He later told me that it was helpful for about eighty percent of
the people who came in with aches and pains, and that it usually began to help them within
about seven minutes of treatment.Some time later he invited me to work in his office and
formally treat some patients who were suitable for this kind of treatment.Early Case StudiesOne
patient was a young woman who had, six years earlier, broken bones in both ankles and feet in
an automobile accident. She had been on anti-inflammatory medication and narcotic pain killers
ever since. The ankles were arthritic, but had no particular swelling or erythema (redness). There
was chronic pain in both feet and in her back. Following are notes about the treatment of one
patient I kept for myself and the supervising physician:Session 1Treated with two pulsed
magnetic force applicators, one on each ankle. She reported feeling a little tingling and warmth



in her ankles.Session 2Put two applicators on her ankles and one on her hip. Session 3She had
been used to feeling pain on rainy, foggy days, but on the day of her third treatment, which was
rainy and foggy, she said she had been almost skipping around. She had taken only five
Motrins® (pain killers) in the two weeks, compared with the four per day prior to treatments. She
was able to lie flat on her stomach at night, which she had not been able to do before, and had
noticed big improvements in general. Treated her on both ankles and hip again.Session
4Several days had passed; as she came in she said, “I have come a long ways. The knee is
good. The other leg is fine. The right foot is better. I used to feel like I was walking on marbles,
and now I don’t feel that. I completely stopped the Motrin®.” She said on the previous night she
had sat crosslegged on the floor, something she had not been able to do since the
accident.Session 5Reported that she no longer had foot cramps at night. Treated her right leg,
which was tender above the ankle.At the end of this session she said to the physician: “I’m so
tickled with this!” She purchased a small pulsing magnetic force instrument for her own use and
was never heard from again.Another of the doctor’s patients had injured her back when she
slipped on a freshly mopped floor in the local supermarket. She had been in pain for several
months and nothing had helped. Applying the magnetic instrument to the lower spine did not
help either, but one day it occurred to me to treat the top of her head. After only one treatment
she said she felt better and when she returned the next week, she reported that she could sit on
the floor without pain. Two more treatments and she completely recovered.Several of the
physician’s patients experienced dramatic improvement in those early years of my experience,
stimulating me to continue my work.Several years later I was in Washington, D.C., presenting a
workshop on magnetic therapy. I was a house guest of one of the participants. His wife had
painful arthritis in both feet. She was highly skeptical that my tiny little instrument would be
helpful, but reluctantly consented to try it on the more painful foot. She received a twenty-minute
treatment and thought that there was some slight improvement. She was advised to treat that
foot again for fifteen minutes before bed.The next morning she reported with great delight that
the treated foot did not hurt when she first woke up—normally the period of greatest pain. She let
go of all skepticism and began treating the other foot as well as other arthritic areas of her
body.In 1986, I met Drs. Mary and Richard Broeringmeyer, chiropractors who had worked with
magnetic therapy for many years. They taught me the method of magnetic diagnosis they had
developed with Walter Rawls, another magnetic therapy pioneer.Allthough the Broeringmeyers
worked primarily with permanent magnets, their techniques work as well or better with pulsed
magnetic fields. Their work has transformed magnetic therapy from guesswork into specific
procedures which can be taught and replicated by anyone. Much of that process is described in
this book, for I want you to have access to the techniques regardless of where you live or what
your financial situation is.Magnetic therapy is simple to apply, effective, and inexpensive. If
magnetic therapy works as well for you as it has for me, you will be very pleased indeed.Chapter
IIA Brief History of Magnetic HealingThe use of magnets in healing extends back in time at least
as far as there are written records. Egyptian nobility were reported to wear magnetic jewelry to



preserve youth and beauty, a property of magnetic treatments just being rediscovered. Many
thousands of years earlier, one African tribe apparently used magnetic ores in food preparation;
it has recently been rediscovered that magnetic fields can alter the flavor of some
foods.Magnetic therapy (therapy using magnets) has been used in China for more than two
thousand years, according to Minda Hsu and Chikuo Fong, two modern researchers of
biomagnetism. The oldest known medical book, the Chinese Yellow Emperor’s Book of Internal
Medicine, is thought to have been written around 2,000 b.c., and mentions the practice of
placing natural magnets on acupuncture points. Hsu and Fong describe a report of patients
eating magnetic ore for paraplegia, rheumatism, and arthritic swellings of the limbs. Magnetic
therapy has been used in the Orient in many forms right up to the present. Today, the practice
has evolved to the use of very tiny magnetic beads applied to acupuncture points.In the West,
Aristotle wrote in 300 b.c. about the use of magnets for healing purposes. In a.d. 100, Pliny the
Younger, a Greek physician, wrote about the use of magnets for healing eye diseases. Galen, a
third-century Roman physician, observed that magnets can help constipation—a finding I have
often verified when friends who had this complaint tried placing a magnet on the abdomen over
the colon for a few minutes.In a.d. 400, a French physician (name unknown) wrote of using a
magnetic necklace. Recently, a reference dating from a.d. 750 was found that described the
work of a Chinese physician who treated wounds with magnetic powder to stop pain and
accelerate healing.The use of magnets continued for centuries. Writing in 1530, the physician
Paracelsus seems to have been the first to mention using the different poles of a magnet for
different purposes. This important observation appears to have been lost until this century.In
1600, William Gilbert, English scientist and physician to Queen Elizabeth, wrote a
comprehensive book in Latin called De Magnete that created widespread interest in magnetism,
especially for healing.In 1777, the Directors of the French Royal Society of Medicine appointed
two experts to verify the value of magnets in the treatment of disease. After a careful study, the
experts supported the value of magnetic therapy. A few years later, succeeding directors of the
Royal Society condemned the notions of the famous Austrian physician and hypnotist Mesmer,
whose early experiments involved using magnets as an aid to hypnotizing people. With his very
valuable work discredited, Mesmer left Paris. Six years later, other directors of the Royal Society
again approved the use of magnets in the treatment of disease.In the early 1800s, Baron Von
Reichenbach was condemned and disbarred from practicing as a physician, apparently
because of his use of magnets. Like Mesmer, he was one of the first people to state that some of
his patients could see colored sparks or rays at the end poles of a magnet, and that when they
became well, this perception faded away.It should be noted that these centuries marked the
beginning of rational thought and the scientific method. The Dark Ages were over. Only things
that could be observed, measured, and put into the framework of mathematics were acceptable;
all else was considered superstition, or, at least, not within the realm of science. “If you can’t see
it and measure it, then it doesn’t exist,” was the motto of the age. Since no one could explain how
magnetism could possibly work to help the body heal, it had to be rejected as a medical



treatment. Besides, it was too simple!In spite of attempts to suppress or ridicule the use of
magnets to help the healing process, their use has persisted to this day—because they work.
People keep rediscovering the value of magnets over and over again. Now that powerful
permanent magnets are commonly available, more and more people are discovering this simple
and natural healing method.In the 1880s, Dr. C. J. Thacher of Chicago sold a full line of
therapeutic garments with hundreds of magnets sewn into them. Collier’s magazine called Dr.
Thacher the “king of the magnetic quacks.” Thacher sold caps, coats, insoles, vests, and back
braces. No doubt they worked, but because no one knew how, they were not fully accepted.
Around the same time, a physician’s wife made and sold a magnetic liniment for the treatment of
rheumatism.Magnetic Healing in the Twentieth CenturyIn 1936, Albert Davis rediscovered that
the two poles of a magnet have different biological effects. Davis carried out repeated
experiments on the effects of different magnetic poles on rats, mice, and other animals, as well
as seeds and plants. His research, reported in several books, has been repeatedly verified by
others working in the field of biomagnetism. Davis’ basic finding was that one pole stimulated
living organisms, and the other pole calmed them.Around this time, it was observed that people
who had arthritis and had been staying at the South Pole for several months experienced an
improvement in their arthritic conditions. At first it was assumed that the extreme cold of
Antarctica was the factor, and a number of unfortunate arthritis sufferers endured much trauma
and misery by having their hands and feet partially frozen at regular intervals. Eventually,
magnetism, not cold, was recognized as the healing factor. It was also found that besides
reducing arthritis, magnetic treatments helped heal sprains and broken bones. As wounds
healed, the treatments also reduced scar tissue formation and sped the healing process.In
1948, physicians in the Soviet Union reported that magnetic treatments would reduce pain after
amputation of limbs. In the 1960s, the Canadian Ministry of Agriculture was reported to be
researching improvement of germination achieved by exposing grain to magnetic
forces.Japanese research on magnetic effects has been extensive. Many experiments have
been done in the past fifteen years, and several companies now market magnetic devices,
including necklaces, bracelets, and beds. It is estimated that ten percent of the Japanese
population use magnetic beds or other magnetic devices. The Japanese Health Ministry has
fully approved magnetic healing, which is now the twentieth largest industry in Japan.Magnetic
treatments are now widely used all over the world. In Europe, electrically generated pulsed
magnetic forces have been used by some health spas since the 1970s with great success.
There are newsletters, organizations, and frequent workshops and seminars.The United States
lags behind other countries in this area of medicine, but interest and use are beginning to
increase. In 1993, the National Institutes of Health set up an organization to accept grant
proposals for alternative therapies, including magnetism. Today, mainstream medical doctors
are routinely using pulsed magnetic force instruments to help heal fractures. Magnetic coils are
sometimes embedded inside a cast so that continuous treatment is easily possible.Careful
research carried out in the past twenty years with the aid of powerful microscopes and other



sophisticated equipment and techniques has solidly supported the value of magnetic forces in
the healing process. There are no doubts as to its efficacy, and rarely are adverse effects
reported.Swiss physician Marcus Weber (1992) describes a study of the results of pulsed
magnetic fields on 1,712 patients with inflammations, joint and organ disorders, fractures and
acute injuries, and circulatory disorders. Over 60 percent of the physicians evaluated the results
as either very good or good; no side effects were observed.Although mainstream medicine is
rapidly incorporating the use of pulsed magnetic forces in bone healing, the use of permanent
magnets has been largely bypassed, perhaps because pulsed magnetic instruments are more
expensive and thus are more worthwhile for companies to manufacture and sell to physicians.
Permanent magnets have their uses, too. Although they may not work as rapidly or effectively as
pulsed magnetic forces, they are less expensive and readily available to the average
person.Most of the techniques and applications in this book can be made with either permanent
magnets or pulsed magnetic forces. The next two chapters will describe the different types of
magnets and how to apply them to the body.Chapter IIIWhat are Magnets?Pieces of iron that
twist, attract, or repel other pieces of iron are called magnets. An older English name for natural
magnets was lodestones, meaning leading stones because they led or pointed to the north if
they were suspended by a string. The observation that lodestones attract or repel each other
has mystified people for centuries, and today the basic nature of magnetism is still a mystery to
most people.The name magnet was introduced into Western culture about 2,000 years ago
when lodestones were rediscovered in the mountainous Magnesia region of Greece. Other
cultures had different names long before that. Magnetism is just a word used to describe a
phenomenon that is no more or less unusual than many other forces and events that occur all
around us every day. Magnets seem more mysterious, probably because we can directly
experience the physical attracting and repelling force as we hold them in our hands. The invisible
force we feel between two magnets eternally fascinates people and has stimulated much
research and speculation.Magnets are Puzzlestypes of MagnetsNatural MagnetsNatural
magnets, or lodestones, are formed when molten lava containing iron or iron oxides cools and is
magnetized by the great magnetic force of Earth. When the lava is molten, it does not exhibit
magnetic properties, but as it cools, the tiny molten particles of iron twist around to align with
Earth’s magnetic poles, and are trapped in this position when the iron solidifies. Since different
mountains have erupted at different times in history, it is possible to determine changes in the
direction of magnetic north by examining lava from different places and eras. The orientation of
these lava magnets indicates that Earth’s magnetic poles have altered their positions by
hundreds of miles, and even completely reversed every few hundred thousand years or
longer.How did Earth itself become a magnet? No one knows for sure, but it is now believed that
Earth’s magnetic force is mostly generated by spinning molten iron within the interior of the
spinning planet. Spinning appears to be a necessary condition for any planet to have a magnetic
field. But how did the Earth start spinning in the first place? This may be a misleading question
because spin appears to be a fundamental force in the universe, along with gravity and



electricity. (See chapter 10.)ElectromagnetsFor thousands of years, the only magnets available
were natural magnets or lodestones, which were primarily used as compasses. They were only
occasionally used for healing. Magnets remained one of nature’s mysteries.Major advances in
understanding came in the 19th century with the development of batteries. On March 20, 1800,
Alessandro Volta discovered how to make a continuous-current battery using copper and zinc
discs separated by moist cloth in a weak acid solution. This enabled research on electricity to
progress rapidly, and in 1819 a Danish scientist, Hans Oersted, discovered a connection
between electric current flow and magnetism.He found that when a compass was placed under
a current-carrying wire, it would turn at right angles to the wire. When it was placed on top of the
wire, it would turn at right angles in the opposite direction. This fundamental discovery rapidly
led to many others.Oersted soon discovered that two wires conducting current and placed side
by side will attract each other if the current is in the same direction, or repel if the currents are in
the opposite direction.Soon other researchers found that by shaping wire into a coil, the
magnetic force around each wire segment would add up to produce a concentrated magnetic
force in the center. These coils were called electromagnets. Discovered only 180 years ago, the
electromagnetic coil led to the invention of electric motors and generators—machines that make
possible today’s world of refrigerators, washing machines, and thousands of other devices,
including electric automobiles and pulsed magnetic healing instruments.Once electromagnetic
coils were known, other discoveries followed in rapid succession. Some unknown genius
discovered that the magnetic force in the center of a coil could be increased even more by
placing a piece of iron inside the coil. Once placed inside a coil, a piece of iron would still hold its
magnetic force for a while after the current in the coil was turned off. This finding quickly evolved
into a means to artificially make magnets, which freed people from the necessity of finding
natural magnets in lava fields.Permanent Magnets—Made by ElectromagnetsMagnets are
alloys made by adding different metals to finely ground iron, heating the mixture to the melting
point, and pouring it into molds of different shapes. Magnets are given an initial magnetization
while still in the molten form, but after they have cooled and hardened, they are demagnetized,
shipped to distribution points, and then strongly remagnetized at room temperature prior to their
sale.Manufactured magnets are fifteen to thirty times stronger than lodestones. Artificial
magnets can now be made that are more powerful than electromagnets of about the same
weight, even those using large currents.Today, all artificial magnets use iron as the primary
ingredient. Iron, with twenty-six electrons, is by far the most magnetic element. Iron is unique: it
commands a central place in the periodic table, forms the basis of our current metals
technology, and holds a central position of power in our organisms. Iron is the key element in
hemoglobin, which carries oxygen from our lungs to every cell in the body. Iron is also the
heaviest atom manufactured in our sun. Within the iron atom are a few electrons that are free to
change their spin orientation. When external magnetic forces are applied, these few electrons in
each atom will align with the applied magnetic force. The aligned magnetic spin fields of
adjacent atoms reinforce each other. When enough electrons in enough atoms are organized in



this manner, the iron or iron alloy manifests the property we call magnetism.Even research
physicists specializing in magnetism still don’t know exactly what goes on in iron to give it its
unique magnetic properties. Those readers interested in some of the details can refer to chapter
10, in which I describe magnetism and its relationship to spin.Magnetic PolarityOne of the most
intriguing things about magnets is how they attract and repel one another. If you’ve played with
magnets, you know that one end of a bar-shaped magnet will be repelled by one end of a similar
magnet,and attracted to that magnet’s opposite end.Please keep in mind that, polarity in this
book refers to the direction of magnetic force, not some special kind of “energy” or mysterious
field.In the past, people have believed that there were two aspects of magnetism known as
polarity. A magnet was said to have a north and a south pole. Because these words are nouns, a
common misconception occurred: that magnetic poles were separate objects or attributes of a
magnetized thing. This semantic error has led to some false ideas about magnetism, including
the notion that there could be a magnetic monopole. Magnetic polarity refers only to the direction
of magnetic force. There is no intrinsic difference between one pole and another because there
aren’t such things as poles; there are only directions of a magnetic force, as shown in Figure 7. If
this description seems strange to you, keep reading. More details are given in chapter 10.Pole
TerminologySeveral systems for naming magnetic poles are in use. The two most common
systems use the terms north and south for opposite poles.Another system calls the poles
positive and negative; this is confusing, since these terms have long been used for electricity.
Moreover, it gives the false impression that magnetism is like electricity and that magnetic
currents flow between poles like electrons between electrodes. Furthermore, the terms positive
and negative have connotations of good and bad. For these reasons, I recommend that these
terms be dropped from general use (the term magnetic pole should probably also be dropped,
but it is already too entrenched in the language).The terms we use for magnetic poles are
arbitrary. We could just as well call them yin and yang, black and white, or sweet and sour. The
latter would even be useful, for one pole will sweeten fruit and the other will make it sour.North
and South PolesAlbert Davis, the researcher mentioned in chapter 2 who discovered that the
poles (force directions) of a magnet have different biological effects, called the pole (or force
direction) which stimulated plant growth, the healing of wounds, and the fermentation of fruits
the south pole. His north pole decreased inflammation and slowed down biological activity.
However, in marking his magnets north and south, Davis used the opposite definition of that
which is used in industry and science. This mistake has created much confusion. The National
Bureau of Standards has defined the north pole of a magnet to be that end which seeks the
North Pole of Earth (a bar magnet suspended by a string will swing to line up with Earth’s
field).The end of a compass needle that usually points to the North Pole of Earth will point to the
bionorth pole of a magnet .Unfortunately, it seems too late to change now. The biological
terminology is becoming more well known than the traditional physics definitions. Therefore, the
terms used in this book are bionorth and biosouth, short for biological north and south as used
by Davis.This definition is easy to use in practice. Simply place a compass near a magnet face



or end of unknown polarity. The side or pole of the magnet that attracts the NorthPole-seeking
end of the compass needle is defined as: the bionorth pole of the magnet. In other words, the
magnet acts like a little Earth, where the north pole is called bionorth.Color-Coding
MagnetsFollowing the practice of others, I color-code all the magnets I use for healing, and
recommend that you do also, regardless of the terminology you use for magnet poles. Keep the
color-coding standard to save time. When I pick up a magnet in my lab or office, I don’t have to
stop and think about bionorth or biosouth; I just glance at the color and use the magnet
accordingly.Color-coding systems are fairly standard. The stimulating biosouth pole is usually
color-coded red, the soothing bionorth end color-coded blue, white, or green.If you plan to work
with ordinary household magnets, you may mark the biosouth end with red nail polish. The other
end can be marked with white paint or white typewriter correction fluid. If you prefer a nicer and
softer feeling marking system, you can buy colored plastic tool dip material; larger hardware
stores usually stock it. Magnets coated with this material are easy to use, won’t chip when they
knock against each other, and are softer against the skin.Common Confusions withMagnet
TerminologySome people have written that one pole of a magnet has a clockwise spin around it,
and the other pole a counterclockwise spin. This is incorrect. If you consider how magnets are
made, you will see that the force around a magnet is either in toward the center of the magnet, or
out away from the magnet.The direction of force around a bar magnet is not clockwise or
counterclockwise, it is either into the end of the bar or it is out of the end of the bar and changes
continuously in between.Not This ThisMagnetic force direction changes
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Rural ID.nurse, “A real help for learning about magnet healing. After being terribly disappointed
after purchasing an expensive well rated book on bio-magnetism that was mostly a promotional
piece for some expensive products, I was skeptical of spending more money to learn from a
book about using magnets for healing. This was a good choice, thankfully. While some editing
would be helpful, it was most informative. I learned here the exact kind of information I'd been
hoping to.  Things are explained well.”

Dr. Joseph S. Maresca, “A Huge Resource!. "Magnetic Healing: Advanced Techniques For The
Application of Magnetic Forces by Dr Buryl Payne is an excellent resource for people planning to
use magnets as an integral part of the healing process. Magnetic healing is just one healing
modality, though. There are others like diet, exercise, physical therapy, TENS, herbal teas and
much more.The author describes the types of magnets, polarity, strength in gauss, magnetic
types { ferrites, rare earths and artificial magnets. Various conditions have been treated using
magnetic therapy like arthritis, calcium migration in nerve cells, adrenal insufficiency and more.
The book cites formal studies too, Magnetic biNorth polar treatment may be employed at the site
of cancer as a treatment according to practitioners in the art.There are contraindications like:o
avoiding treatment at the cancer/tumor site with biSouth (red pole)o don't treat pregnant women
around the uterus areao don't treat a condition if it worsenso don't use strong magnets around
the head, neck or glands for long periodsThe author explains how magnets heal with things like
blood flow and nerve regeneration. Overall, "Magnet Healing...." by Dr Payne is an excellent
supplemental medical resource for patients and their physicians everywhere. Conventional
medical practitioners may not be familiar with magnetic healing. As a consequence, patients
should seek he advice of a medical provider who practices alternative medicine.”

Ed, “Shows how to use medical magnets. This is my almost favorite of a dozen books on the
application of medical magnets. Its philosophy differs somewhat from my favorite which is
Magnet Therapy by William H. Philpott, M.D. that is also sold by Amazon.”

William C, “This book covers everything I needed to know like... This book covers everything I
needed to know like... What magnetic healing is, exactly what kind of magnets to use for what
kind of ailments and what polarity as well as how to tell the polarity of the magnet(s) to use. The
information is clear and concise. It was money well spent.”

Frank Verdi, “Magnificent Magnetics.... Excellent book highly recommended covering a wide
scope - A history of magnets, where they come from, & how they are made. Corelates
magnetism & electricity to explain electric motors & the world in which we live - Includes a listing
of hundreds of medical conditions including placement & magnet type most useful.Also explains
several wholistic treatment devices available - I purchased the power pulsar & found it every bit



as effective as Rife & Lakhovsky instruments on today's market.This was not my first book on
magnets, but I still found it filled with new, useful information presented in an easy flow
manner.You'll like it!!!”

Peter Bakker, “Excellent practical overview. I have read all three main books about magnets and
their healing effects: Healing with magnets, Magnetism and its effects on the living system and
Magnetic healing of Buryl Paine. This one give you the most insight on what application of
magnets on a body will do and what you need to take in consideration if questions or problems
occur. This author has in depth knowledge from working with great teachers and clients.
Magnetism... is a more scientific approach wich is handy for some specific in depth knowledge.
Healing with M.... on the other side is a gathering af all kinds of views/opinions and scientific
resources but you get the idea that the author is not fully into this knowledge field.”

K. E. M.r........rss, “I love the very practical info the author gives. I don't know how many times I've
read thru this book & each time I get more out of it. Magnets heal Polarity issues & go right along
with Colorpuncture. I love the very practical info the author gives. It's staying in my collection.”

Dianne Whiteheart, “to use with magnets healing. informative”

Josef, “Magnetic Healing of Buryl Payne. Well presented, easy reading, but needed clearer
explanations here and there, especially on questions of polarity and strength. Once embarking
on a specific chapter, should not leave it half-way to pass it to other of his books.It sounds too
commercial.”

LORRAINE E McGHEE, “Amazing book. Just finished reading this book. It is filled with lots &
lots of good information. Will be reading it again. It tells you how magnets heal. My dad who is
now deceased told me how a magnetic bracelet healed his arthritis. I didn't believe him & told
that was nice to hear. I did want to upset him. Now I know it is true & wish I had not listened to
the nay Sayers.”

The book by Buryl Payne has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 59 people have provided feedback.
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